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The post-training ‘hot wash’
The post training hot wash is an after action review of the training process that gathers all 
participants to meet and identify possible actions to improve the training process.

Running the hot wash
The hot wash is run like a structured brain storming session and enthusiasm is critical to 
maintain a quick, energetic pace. Consider the following points:

Ensure all training has been completed: This includes any post-training 
administration. If it is still pending, it cannot be assessed or improved.

Have an agenda: Break the training into its individual components (e.g. pre-training 
admin, theory, OJT, assessment etc.). These will be the topics for discussion in the 
hot wash.

Explain the ground rules: Everybody contributes and everything is relevant. If it is 
bought up in the meeting than it is considered later. Keep it brief, to the point and let 
everybody speak. 

Everyone is a LIAR: Each person contributes to each topic with: 

• what they learned 

• what needs to be improved 

• what action they would take next 

• what should be repeated

Review for follow up: For each column, have each participant identify a) what had 
the greatest affect on training and b) what most affected them. This will identify the 
most important topics to the group and any trend that are starting to develop.

Commit to action: Outline your actions to use this information to improve the 
training process. You may not share the priorities of the participants or have the 
resources available to action all their suggestions but you will make an effort to 
introduce improvements.

Follow up: Publish the meeting minutes, recommendations and proposed actions. 
Make improvements immediately and follow up afterward to evaluate their effects. It 
is better to immediately implement minor changes than to delay on major one.
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